
 

Options to Connect, Control, and Cook Without Internet 
 

Our Direct Connect and Local Connect features in firmware release 4.00.001 added connectivity features 

that aren't reliant on internet connectivity or the Flame Boss cloud servers for use. Access the Direct 

Connect and Local Connect feature by going to the 'Mode' button at the top of the 'Account' tab in the iOS 

and Android mobile apps.  

 

Our cloud servers are constantly backed up to redundant servers in multiple data centers. The health of 

the servers is constantly monitored. If a server fails, traffic is automatically re-routed to another server. 

With this setup, our cloud has maintained at least 99.9% availability. Local and Direct Connect features 

are always available to you in the unlikely event of a server issue, or if you prefer to use those modes. 

 

What are the differences between Cloud Connect, Local 

Connect and Direct Connect? 
 

Cloud Connect: Your phone will connect to our server over the internet and you can 
view and manage any of your connected controllers. This mode has the most 
functionality including cook history and cook notes. If both your phone and controller 
have internet access, use this mode. 
  

 
                                        



 

Local Connect: Your phone will detect any controllers on your local WiFi network. You 
can then connect to your controllers to view and manage them. History and Account 
pages are disabled for this mode. If you have a router with no internet access, use this 
mode. 
  

 
  
Direct Connect: Your phone will connect directly to your controller so you can view and 
manage it. Using this mode requires the controller to be in Access Point mode. History 
and Account pages are disabled for this mode. If you don't have a router, use this mode. 
  

 

How Do I Make My Cooks Private 
 

Flame Boss® iOS and Android Apps: 

Log in to your Flame Boss® mobile app 

Go to "Home" or "History" tab and click on a current or previous cook 

     iOS: Click the gray pencil icon below the cook graph beside "Title - Tap to Add Title"  

     Android: Click 'EDIT' at the bottom of the cook graph  

Switch the 'Make cook private' toggle to 'On' 

Click 'OK' 

 



 

If you replace my returned controller, do you change the device 

ID? 
If you replace my returned controller, do you change the device ID? Otherwise, someone else 

will end up with my cook data and be able to delete my cooks since cook history is tracked 

by device id, not by the user. 

 

Yes, that's exactly what we do, change the device ID for that controller. Your old device ID remains 

in the database so that you retain your cook history, but no device will ever use it again. 

 

Are the Flame Boss® 100, 200, 300 and 500 controllers & 

blowers waterproof? 
 

We have not performed the necessary testing to legally acquire either a "waterproof" or "water-resistant" 

designation for our components. However, both our controller and blower have performed without issue 

when exposed to normal weather conditions. 

 

If extreme weather conditions are expected or experienced during cooks, we have had users place a non-

metallic bowl turned upside-down over our 100, 200, 300, and 500 controllers or used something as 

simple as a zip-lock bag to protect them from downpours. Users have also fashioned an aluminum foil 

"tent" over and around the blower to prevent extreme wind and rain from infiltrating the blower air intake 

vent. 

 

Is the FB400 Waterproof? 
 

We have not performed the necessary testing to legally acquire either a "waterproof" or "water-resistant" 

designation for our components. However, both our controller and blower have performed without issue 

when exposed to normal weather conditions. 

 

If extreme weather conditions are expected or experienced during cooks, we have had FB400 users 

fashion an aluminum foil "tent" over and around the FB400 controller and blower housing to prevent wind 

and rain from infiltrating the blower and air intake vent. Assure when placing the foil "tent" to not block the 

space around the metal wind guard to allow air to enter the blower fan. 

 


